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ABSTRACT: A medical system (100, 300) comprises internal parts (30, 32) for implantation in a patient and external parts (10, 12, 20). The external parts comprise an energy source (10) with a primary coil (12) and the internal parts comprise an electrically powered medical device (40, 41) and an energy receiver (30) with a secondary coil (32) for inductively receiving energy from the external energy source (10). The system (100, 300) is arranged to determine a balance between the energy received in the energy receiver (30) and the amount of energy used by the medical device (40, 41). The internal control unit (50) transmits feedback information to the external control unit (20), and the system (100, 300) is arranged to determine the feedback information based on a first (P1) and a second (P2) parameter.
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AN IMPROVED MEDICAL SYSTEM COMPRISING IMPLANTS

TECHNICAL FIELD
5 The present invention discloses a medical system which comprises internal parts for implantation in a patient and external parts for use externally to the patient.

BACKGROUND
10 Medical systems which comprise implantable parts are well known. In many cases, the implantable parts consume energy and thus have to be supplied with energy, which can suitably be done from a power source which is external to the patient's body and which uses an external energy source. In order to facilitate the supply of energy as much as possible for the patient, an implanted device can be supplied with energy from an external energy source by means of inductive transfer of energy.

Inductive energy supply is a principle which works well for implanted systems, but systems known at present are not always able to adapt the amount of energy supplied to the implanted parts as rapidly as might be desirable in some situations.

SUMMARY
As stated above, there is a need for a solution by means of which energy can be supplied inductively to an implanted medical device from an external energy source, i.e. external to the patient's body, and by means of which the transfer of energy can be adjusted to the needs of the medical device in a manner which is more rapid than is possible by means of known such systems.
Such a solution is offered by the present invention in that it discloses a medical system which comprises internal parts for implantation in a patient and external parts for use externally to the patient.

The external parts comprise an energy source which is equipped with a primary coil for inductively transmitting energy to the implantable parts and a control unit for the control of the energy source. The internal parts comprise an electrically powered medical device, an energy receiver equipped with a secondary coil for inductively receiving energy for the medical device from the external energy source and a control unit for the control of the internal parts.

The inventive system is arranged to determine a balance between the amount of energy received in the energy receiver and the amount of energy used by the medical device, and the internal control unit is arranged to wirelessly transmit feedback information to the external control unit.

According to the invention, the system is arranged to determine the feedback information based on or relating to a first and a second parameter. The first parameter is based on the previously mentioned energy balance seen over a certain amount of time, and the second parameter is based on information determined by the system and relating to a coupling factor between the primary and the secondary coil.

The system of the invention is adapted to take into account at least both the first and second parameters in order to determine the amount of energy which should be transmitted by the external energy source, thus allowing for a rapid adjustment of said energy balance.
In one preferred embodiment the medical system comprises internal parts for implantation in a patient and external parts for use externally to the patient, the external parts comprising an energy source equipped with a primary coil for inductively transmitting energy to the implantable parts and an external control unit for the control of the energy source, the internal parts comprising an electrically powered medical device, an energy receiver equipped with a secondary coil for inductively receiving energy for the medical device from the external energy source and an internal control unit for the control of the internal parts, the system being arranged to determine a balance between the amount of energy received in the energy receiver and the amount of energy used by the medical device, in which system the internal control unit is arranged to wirelessly transmit feedback information to the external control unit, the system being characterized in that it is arranged to determine said feedback information based on or relating to a first and a second parameter and a third parameter, with the first parameter being based on said energy balance over a certain amount of time and the second parameter being based on information relating to a coupling factor between the primary and the secondary coils and the third parameter being based on at least one of; a) in which the medical device also comprises a current regulator arranged to keep a current constant, the system being arranged to determine a difference between an input current to the current regulator and the current which the current regulator is arranged to keep constant, in which system said third parameter comprising or being based on said difference, b) in which the system also comprises a voltage regulator arranged to keep a voltage constant, the system being arranged to determine a difference between an input voltage to the voltage regulator and the voltage which the voltage regulator is arranged to keep constant, in which system said third parameter comprising or being based on said difference, and wherein the system being adapted to take into account at least both the first and second and third parameters to determine the amount of energy which
should be transmitted by the energy source, thus allowing for a rapid
adjustment of said energy balance.

It is important to understand the difference between the calibration of the
system and the continuous regular feed-back. The platform for the control of
the energy transfer is the energy balance between the received and used
energy by the implant (the used energy includes energy stored by the
implant). However, to fast get an accurate level of energy transfer the
transmission is initially calibrated with the coupling factor, basically the
relation between the externally transmitted energy and the internally received
energy. Furthermore, the coupling factor is followed over time to see if any
new recalibration is needed, for example if the outer transmitting coil is
moved in relation to the inner receiving coil. A rapid movement of the outer
coil by for example an action by the patient could cause such a large change
of the amount of received energy that the regular feed back normally taking
small steps is not fast enough. Therefore a new calibration of the coupling
factor could in one fast step recalibrate the energy transmission level.
Furthermore, because the implant could not tolerate to get hot it is extremely
important to use all energy very efficient. Normally the implant needs one or
more fixed voltages or maybe also fixed current levels to work properly.
When creating a fixed voltage level the voltage regulator needs a certain
voltage span, that's to say a higher input voltage to the regulator than the
fixed output voltage the regulator delivers. On the other hand if this
difference between the input voltage and the fixed output voltage gets larger
than needed the extra voltage will be consumed and still the regulator will
deliver the requested output voltage although creating more heat. It is
therefore of outmost importance to also keep track of any voltage or current
difference over any regulator in the implanted implant to optimize energy
consumption and heat production.
Additionally the system may also comprises a capacitor coupled in parallel over the medical device, the system being arranged to determine the total amount of energy stored in said capacitor, in which system the feedback information is also based on or comprises a parameter comprising or being based on the total amount of energy stored in the capacitor, the system also being adapted to take into this parameter in order to determine the amount of energy which should be transmitted by the external energy source.

In a further additional embodiment the system is adapted to use all at least all three parameters to determine the feedback information, wherein the feedback information comprises information comprising or relating to the amount of energy which should be transmitted by the external energy source.

Preferably the system is adapted to use the second and third parameters for determining the amount of energy which should be transmitted by the external energy source as a repeated calibration of the system, and to use the first parameter during operation of the system as a regular feedback in order to determine the amount of energy which should be transmitted by the external energy source during operation of the system.

In one embodiment of the system of the invention, the medical device also comprises a current regulator arranged to keep a current constant, and the system is arranged to determine a difference between an input current to the current regulator and the current which the current regulator is arranged to keep constant. In such a system, the feedback information is also based on or comprises a third parameter which comprises or is based on the current difference, and the system is adapted to also take into account the third parameter in order to determine the amount of energy which should transmitted by the external energy source.
In one embodiment of the system of the invention, the medical device also comprises a voltage regulator arranged to keep a voltage constant and the system is arranged to determine a difference between an input voltage to the voltage regulator and the voltage which the voltage regulator is arranged to keep constant. In such a system, the feedback information is also based on or comprises a third parameter which comprises or is based on the voltage difference, and the system is adapted to also take into account this third parameter in order to determine the amount of energy which should be transmitted by the external energy source.

In one embodiment, the system is adapted to use all three parameters to determine the feedback information, and the feedback information comprises information comprising or relating to the amount of energy which should be transmitted by the external energy source.

In one embodiment, the system is adapted to use the second and third parameters for determining the amount of energy which should be transmitted by the external energy source, and to use the first parameter during operation of the system in order to determine the amount of energy which should be transmitted by the external energy source during operation of the system.

In yet one embodiment the system, the energy receiver comprises a first switch adapted to switch a connection between the secondary coil and the medical device on and off. The connection between the secondary coil and the medical device is switched on and off in order to achieve at least one of the following; a) enable the system to measure the coupling factor when the connection is off and b) using said switch as a security system, switching off
when a security parameter determined by the internal control unit relating to the wireless energy transfer exceeds a certain threshold.

Suitably, the external control unit is adapted to transmit information wirelessly to the internal control unit which in turn is adapted to receive information wirelessly.

As will be realized, when it comes to determining the feedback parameters, this task can be divided between the internal and the external units (suitably their respective control units) in a rather large number of ways within the scope of the invention. In one embodiment, the external control unit can supply the internal control unit with information necessary to determine the second parameter, and the internal control unit can be given the task of determining all of the parameters as such, and to then supply them to the external control unit as feedback information. In such an embodiment, it is sufficient if the internal control unit supplies the external control unit with a percentage figure for a variation of the energy supply as the feedback information. Naturally, the percentage can be positive, negative or zero, in order to indicate an increase, a decrease, or a maintained energy transfer level.

In another embodiment, the internal control unit supplies the external control unit with information which is sufficient for the external control unit to establish the parameters which are used by the system, with that information then being the feedback information.

Again, as will be realized, the task of determining the feedback parameters can be divided in a large number of ways between the internal and external units within the scope of the invention, which will also impact on the nature and contents of the feedback information.
Thus, in one embodiment, at least one of the parameters is transmitted from the external control unit to the internal control unit, and the internal control unit determines the other parameters used by the system and transmits the feedback information to the external control unit as information on the amount of energy which should transmitted by the external energy source.

In one embodiment, information for determining at least one of the parameters is transmitted from the external control unit to the internal control unit, and the internal control unit determines the parameters used by the system and transmits the feedback information to the external control unit as information on the amount of energy which should transmitted by the external energy source.

In one embodiment, information for determining at least one of the parameters is transmitted as the feedback information from the internal control unit to the external control unit, and the external control unit determines the parameters used by the system as well as the amount of energy which should transmitted by the external energy source.

In one embodiment, at least one of the parameters is transmitted as the feedback information from the internal control unit to the external control unit, and the external control unit determines the other parameters used by the system as well as the amount of energy which should transmitted by the external energy source.

These and other embodiments and their advantages will become more evident from the following detailed description.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
The invention will be described in more detail in the following, with reference to the appended drawings, in which

Figs 1-4 show schematic views of various embodiments of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
Fig 1 shows a schematic view of a first embodiment 100 of a medical system of the invention. As shown, the medical system 100 comprises parts intended for implantation in a patient as well as external parts intended to be used outside of the body of the patient in whom the internal parts are implanted. Fig 1 shows the skin of a patient symbolically with a line "S", in order to show how the system is divided into external and internal parts. The external parts comprise an energy source 10 equipped with a primary coil 12 for transmitting energy wirelessly by means of induction to an internal energy receiver 30. Also comprised in the external parts is a control unit 20 for controlling, inter alia, the energy source 20 and its function.

The internal parts of the system 100 comprise a medical device 40, the energy receiver 30 and a control unit 50. The medical device 40 is electrically powered, and as indicated by the name, the purpose of the internal energy receiver 30 is to receive energy and to supply that energy to the medical device 40. The energy which the energy receiver 30 receives for the medical device is received wirelessly, by means of induction, for which reason the energy receiver is equipped with a secondary coil 32 for receiving such energy. A purpose of the internal control unit 50 is to control the internal parts.

As shown in fig 1, the internal control unit 50 is arranged to wirelessly transmit feedback information regarding, for example, the transfer of energy
to the internal energy receiver 30, and as indicated in fig 1, the feedback information is based on or relates to a first and a second parameter, $P_1$, $P_2$.

Regarding the nature and function of the medical device 40, the invention is applicable to a large number of implantable medical devices, for which reason the medical device is only referred to by the generic term "medical device". However, examples of implantable electrically powered medical devices in which the present invention can be applied are devices which aid patients who suffer from urinary dysfunction, intestinal dysfunction, infertility, impotence, vascular and heart related diseases, reflux disease, obesity etc. The invention can also be used to assist patients with food passageway correlated devices, implanted drug delivery, drainage, etc.

A purpose of the present invention is to enable a more rapid adjustment of the energy which is transferred to the internal medical device 40, so that the energy which is transferred better corresponds to the needs of the medical device 40. To this end, the system 100 is arranged to determine the feedback information based on or relating to the first and second parameters $P_1$, $P_2$.

The system 100 is arranged to determine a balance between the amount of energy received in the energy receiver and the amount of energy used by the medical device, and to determine the first parameter $P_1$ being based on this energy balance over a certain amount of time. The energy balance can either be specified as the balance between the total amount of energy received in the energy receiver and the amount of energy used by the medical device or as the balance between the rate of energy received in the energy receiver and the rate of energy used by the medical device. The amount of time over which the balance is determined is a design parameter which is adapted to the specific needs of each system and application, and
may thus vary, but is suitably in the range of 50-200 ms, although the invention covers any range of time. In addition, the amount of time over which the balance is determined is suitably chosen to coincide with the feedback information, which is thus also suitably transmitted at intervals of 50-200 ms, or more often or more seldom.

The second parameter, P2, is based on information which relates to a coupling factor between the primary coil 12 and the secondary coil 32. The intervals of time at which this coupling factor is determined is a design parameter which is adapted to the specific needs of each system and application, and may thus vary. The coupling factor can also be used as a calibration parameter which is determined much more rarely than the energy balance or it may also be simultaneously controlled. However, the second parameter P2 will normally not change since it is related to the coupling factor, if the external coil is kept stationary.

The system 100 is adapted to take into account at least both the first P1 and the second P2 parameter in order to determine the amount of energy which should be transmitted by the external energy source 10, which will enable a rapid adjustment of said energy balance. The manner in which the system takes these parameters into account can vary, but a number of ways will be described below.

In one embodiment, the energy balance mentioned previously is determined by the internal control unit 50, suitably by means of a processor in cooperation with a memory in the control unit, by means of retrieving the data necessary for establishing the balance over the period of time in question. Thus, the processor checks the energy received by the energy receiver and the energy consumed by the medical device, and determines the balance.
In addition to this, in this example of an embodiment, the second parameter P2 is also determined by the internal control unit 50, suitably by the processor and the memory mentioned above. As mentioned, the second parameter P2 relates to the coupling factor between the primary coil 12 in the external energy source 10 and the secondary coil 32 in the internal energy receiver 30, suitably as seen over a certain interval of time. Suitably but not necessarily, the second parameter P2 is the coupling factor.

Thus, in such an embodiment, the internal control unit 50 needs information from the external control unit 20 in order to determine the coupling factor. This information is supplied to the internal control unit 50, suitably wirelessly, by the external control unit 20, and the internal control unit 20 then determines the coupling factor.

When the internal control unit has the coupling factor and the balance, it has both of the parameters P1 and P2, and can then determine the amount of energy which should be transmitted by the external energy source 10 in order to achieve an adjustment of the energy balance towards a desired figure. For example, if the desired figure for the balance is 98%, and the balance has been determined to be 85%, an increase is necessary. If the coupling factor has been determined to be ideal, i.e. 100%, the necessary increase is less than it would have been with a coupling factor of, for example, 50%.

Thus, taking the coupling factor and the balance into account, the internal control unit arrives at a conclusion regarding the "sign" of a change in the amount of energy which should be transmitted, so that an increase has a positive sign, "+", a decrease has a negative sign, "-", and a "steady state" is without sign. The change (if any) is then transmitted to the external control
unit 10 as a combination of a sign and a number signifying a percentage, e.g. "+15", "-30", "0", etc, where they are interpreted and acted upon correspondingly by the external control unit 10. In this embodiment, the internal control unit 50 is thus arranged to transmit information wirelessly to the external control unit 10, suitably by means of radio transmission, although other means of wireless transmission can also be used within the scope of the present invention, such as, for example, ultrasound.

In further embodiments of the system of the invention, there is also a third parameter P3, which is used by the system.

Suitably, in those embodiments of the system in which there are three parameters, all three parameters are used by the system in order to determine the feedback information, and the feedback information comprises information comprising or relating to the amount of energy which should be transmitted by the external energy source.

In one embodiment of the invention, the system is adapted to use the second and third parameters for determining the amount of energy which should be transmitted by the external energy source, and to use the first parameter during operation of the system in order to determine the amount of energy which should be transmitted by the external energy source during operation of the system. Thus, the second and third parameters are used when initializing the system, for example when turning the system on, in conjunction with which the necessary energy level needs to be established, which may also need to be done at sparse intervals during operation of the system. However, in this embodiment, the first parameter is used to regulate the energy level, i.e. to see to it that the energy transmitted during operation of the system is on the level which has been established using the second
and third parameters, so that the first parameter is used in order to "tune" the transmission of energy during operation of the system.

It is important to understand the difference between the calibration of the system and the continuous regular feed-back. The platform for the control of the energy transfer is the energy balance between the received and used energy by the implant (the used energy is including by the implant stored energy). However, to fast get an accurate level of energy transfer the transmission is initially calibrated with the coupling factor, basically the relation between the externally transmitted energy and the internally received energy. Furthermore, the coupling factor is followed over time to see if any new recalibration is needed, for example if the outer transmitting coil is moved in relation to the inner receiving coil. A rapid movement of the outer coil by for example an action by the patient could cause such a large change of the amount of received energy that the regular feed back normally taking small steps is not fast enough. Therefore a new calibration of the coupling factor could in one fast step recalibrate the energy transmission level. Furthermore, because the implant could not tolerate to get hot it is extremely important to use all energy very efficient. Normally the implant needs one or more fixed voltages or maybe also fixed current levels to work properly. When creating a fixed voltage level the voltage regulator needs a certain voltage span, that's to say a higher input voltage to the regulator than the fixed output voltage the regulator delivers. On the other hand if this difference between the input voltage and the fixed output voltage get larger than needed the extra voltage will be consumed and still the regulator will deliver the requested output voltage although creating more heat. It is therefore of outmost importance to also keep track of any voltage or current difference over any regulator in the implanted implant to optimize energy consumption and heat production.
In one such "three parameter embodiment", which will be described with reference to fig 2, the system comprises a capacitor 34 coupled to the secondary coil 32. As shown in fig 2, the capacitor 34 is suitably arranged in the energy receiver 30, and is arranged in parallel with the secondary coil 32.

Also, as shown in fig 2, in one embodiment the secondary coil is connected to the medical device 40 via a half wave rectifier, here shown as a diode 33, and the capacitor 34 is connected in parallel to the secondary coil 32 with the half wave rectifier between the capacitor and the secondary coil 32.

The capacitor 34 will, due to the design shown in fig 2, store energy when there is a voltage over the secondary coil 32, the amount of energy, "E", being defined by the expression \( E = (V \cdot Q)/2 \), where \( V \) is the voltage over the capacitor and \( Q \) is the charge on each plate of the capacitor.

In the embodiment with the capacitor 34, the system of the invention is arranged to determine the total amount of energy, "E", stored in the capacitor 34, and the third parameter P3 comprises or is based on the total amount of energy, "E", stored in the capacitor, and the system is adapted to take into account the third parameter P3 in order to determine the amount of energy which should be transmitted by the external energy source. For example, if \( E \) is above a certain threshold value, this could be taken by the internal control unit 50 as an indication that the amount of energy to be transferred could be lowered or at least maintained at the same level, and if \( E \) is below the threshold value, this could be seen by the internal control unit 50 as an indication that the amount of energy to be transferred should be increased. Thus, it is suitably the internal control unit 50 that monitors the level of energy stored in the capacitor 34, and determines the third parameter P3.

In a further "three parameter embodiment", schematically illustrated in fig 3, the medical device 40 also comprises a regulator 36, either a current
regulator or a voltage regulator, which is thus arranged to keep a current or a voltage in the medical device constant. In such an embodiment, the system 300 is arranged to determine a difference between an input voltage/current to the voltage/current regulator and the voltage or current which the regulator is arranged to keep constant.

In this embodiment, the system bases the feedback information from the internal control unit to the external control unit on a third parameter P3 parameter which comprises or is based on this voltage/current difference. The system 300 is thus adapted to also take into account the "regulator" parameter P3 when determining the amount of energy which should be transmitted by the external energy source.

As shown in fig 3, the regulator 36 is in one embodiment a voltage regulator arranged to measure the voltage V over the medical device 40, as an alternative to which it can also be a current regulator arranged to measure the current I to the medical device 40.

In one embodiment, the system of the invention will further comprise an indicator in the external energy source, adapted to indicate a level of the coupling factor between the external coil 12 and the internal coil 32. In such an embodiment, the same or another indicator in the external energy source is suitably used for indicating an optimal placement of the primary coil in relation to the secondary coil in order to optimize the coupling factor.

As shown in fig 4, in one embodiment of the system of the invention, the energy receiver comprises a first switch 43 which is adapted to switch a connection between the secondary coil 32 and the medical device 40 on and off, in order to enable the system to measure the coupling factor when the
connection is off. Suitably, the internal control unit 50 handles the control of the switch 43.

The system 100, 300 may use the switch as a security system, switching off when a security parameter determined by the internal control unit relating to the wireless energy transfer exceeds a certain threshold.

In a further embodiment, the energy receiver 30 comprises an electronic component which is connected to the secondary coil for preventing the flow of electrical current between the secondary coil 32 and the medical device 40 during measurement of parameters, for example parameters related to the coupling factor. These measurements are suitably carried out by the control unit 50, and in one embodiment the electronic component is the diode 30 which has been described previously. Thus, measurements can be carried out either when the diode is biased by the voltage caused by the inductive voltage over the coil 32, or the control unit can cause the diode to be biased to block current to the medical device 40. If the diode 30 "blocks" the connection between the secondary coil 32 and the medical device 40, the secondary coil 32 will be substantially without an electrical load when the coupling factor is measured, which is beneficial for obtaining a good measurement result.

In one embodiment, the external energy source 20 comprises an electronic circuit (not shown) for comparing the feedback information with the amount of energy transmitted by the external energy source. Also, alternatively, this electronic circuit may be comprised in the control unit 20.

In a further embodiment, the system also comprises an internal control unit, preferably the control unit 50, which is adapted to determine the energy balance between the energy received by the energy receiver 30 and the
energy used by the medical device 40; in this embodiment the system also comprises an external control unit such as the control unit 20 which is adapted to calibrate the transmission of wireless energy from the energy source 10 using feedback information.

In one embodiment, the system of the invention comprises at least one energy stabilizing unit in or connected to the medical device 40, arranged to stabilize received energy prior to use by the medical device 40.

The invention is not limited to the examples of embodiments described above and shown in the drawings, but may be freely varied within the scope of the appended claims.
CLAIMS

1. A medical system (100, 300) comprising internal parts (30, 32, 41, 50) for implantation in a patient and external parts (10, 12, 20) for use externally to the patient, the external parts comprising an energy source (10) equipped with a primary coil (12) for inductively transmitting energy to the implantable parts and an external control unit (20) for the control of the energy source (10), the internal parts comprising an electrically powered medical device (40, 41), an energy receiver (30) equipped with a secondary coil (32) for inductively receiving energy for the medical device (40, 41) from the external energy source (10) and an internal control unit (50) for the control of the internal parts, the system (100, 300) being arranged to determine a balance between the amount of energy received in the energy receiver (30) and the amount of energy used by the medical device (40, 41), in which system (100, 300) the internal control unit (50) is arranged to wirelessly transmit feedback information to the external control unit (20), the system (100, 300) being characterized in that it is arranged to determine said feedback information based on or relating to a first (P1) and a second (P2) parameter and a third parameter, with the first parameter being based on said energy balance over a certain amount of time and the second parameter being based on information relating to a coupling factor between the primary (12) and the secondary (32) coils and the third parameter being based on at least one of:

a) in which the medical device also comprises a current regulator (41) arranged to keep a current constant, the system (300) being arranged to determine a difference between an input current to the current regulator (41) and the current which the current regulator (41) is arranged to keep constant, in which system (300) said third parameter comprising or being based on said difference,
b) in which the system also comprises a voltage regulator (41) arranged to keep a voltage constant, the system (300) being arranged to determine a difference between an input voltage to the voltage regulator (41) and the voltage which the voltage regulator (41) is arranged to keep constant, in which system (300) said third parameter comprising or being based on said difference, and wherein

the system (100, 300) being adapted to take into account at least both the first and second and third parameters to determine the amount of energy which should be transmitted by the energy source (10), thus allowing for a rapid adjustment of said energy balance.

2. A system (100) according to claim 1, in which the system also comprises a capacitor (34) coupled in parallel over the medical device (32), the system (100) being arranged to determine the total amount of energy stored in said capacitor, in which system the feedback information is also based on or comprises a parameter comprising or being based on the total amount of energy stored in the capacitor, the system (100) also being adapted to take into this parameter in order to determine the amount of energy which should be transmitted by the external energy source.

3. A system (100, 300) according to any of claims 1-2, which is adapted to use all at least all three parameters to determine the feedback information, wherein the feedback information comprises information comprising or relating to the amount of energy which should be transmitted by the external energy source.

4. A system (100, 300) according to any of claims 1-3, which is adapted to use the second and third parameters for determining the amount of energy which should be transmitted by the external energy source as a repeated
calibration of the system, and to use the first parameter during operation of the system (100, 300) as a regular feedback in order to determine the amount of energy which should be transmitted by the external energy source during operation of the system (100, 300).

5. The system (100, 300) according to any of claims 1-4, in which the external control unit is adapted to transmit information wirelessly to the internal control unit, which in turn is adapted to receive information wirelessly.

6. The system (100, 300) according to claim 5, in which at least a part of at least one of said parameters or information for determining at least a part of at least one of said parameters is transmitted from the external control unit to the internal control unit, in which system (100, 300) the internal control unit determines the other parameters used by the system (100, 300) and transmits the feedback information to the external control unit as information on the amount of energy which should be transmitted by the external energy source.

7. The system (100, 300) according to claim 5, in which at least a part of at least one of said parameters or information for determining at least a part of at least one of said parameters is transmitted from the external control unit to the internal control unit, in which system (100, 300) the internal control unit determines the other parameters used by the system (100, 300) and transmits the feedback information to the external control unit as information about said parameters allowing the external control unit to determine the amount of energy which should be transmitted by the external energy source based on said parameters.
8. The system (100, 300) according to any one of claims 1-5 and 7, in which at least a part of at least one of said parameters or information for determining at least a part of at least one of said parameters is transmitted as said feedback information from the internal control unit (50) to the external control unit (20), and in which system the external control unit (20) determines the other parameters or part of parameters used by the system as well as the amount of energy which should transmitted by the external energy source (10).

9. The system (100, 300) according to any of claims 1-8, further comprising an indicator in the external energy source (10) which is adapted to indicate a level of the coupling factor, and further for indicating an optimal placement of the primary coil (12) in relation to the secondary coil (32) in order to optimize the coupling factor.

10. The system (100, 300) according to any of claims 1-9, in which the energy receiver (30) comprises a first switch (43) adapted to switch a connection between the secondary coil (32) and the medical device (40) on and off.

11. The system (100, 300) of any of claims 10, wherein said connection between the secondary coil (32) and the medical device (40) is switched on and off in order to achieve at least one of the following; a) enable the system (100, 300) to measure the coupling factor when the connection is off and b) using said switch as a security system, switching off when a security parameter determined by the internal control unit relating to the wireless energy transfer exceeds a certain threshold.

12. The system (100, 300) according to any of claims 1-11 in which the energy receiver (30) comprises an electronic component (31) connected to the secondary coil (32) for preventing flow of electrical current between the
secondary coil (32) and the medical device (40) during measurement of parameters related to the coupling factor.

13. The system (100, 300) according to claim 12, in which the electronic component is a diode (31).

14. The system (100, 300) according to any of claims 1-13, being adapted to let the secondary coil (32) be substantially without electrical load when measuring the coupling factor.

15. The system (100, 300) according to any of claims 1-14, in which the energy receiver (30) comprises a half wave rectifier (31) for rectifying half of the pulse cycle of a received alternating current energy signal in the energy receiver (30).

16. The system (100, 300) according to any of claims 2-15, in which a capacitor (34) is coupled in parallel to the secondary coil (32) via the half wave rectifier (31).

17. The system (100, 300) according to claim 1-16, in which the external energy source (10) further comprises an electronic circuit for comparing the feedback information with the amount of energy transmitted by the external energy source (10).

18. The system (100, 300) according to any of claims 1-17, further comprising an internal control unit (50) adapted to determine the energy balance between the energy received by the energy receiver (30) and the energy used by the medical device (40), and an external control unit (20) adapted to calibrate the transmission of wireless energy from the energy source (10) using feedback information.
19. The system (100, 300) according to any of claims 1-18, further comprising at least one energy stabilizing unit in or connected to the medical device (40), arranged to stabilize received energy prior to use by the medical device (40).

20. A method for use with a medical system (100, 300) which comprises internal parts (30, 32, 41, 50) for implantation in a patient and external parts (10, 12, 20) for use externally to the patient, the external parts comprising:

- an energy source (10) equipped with a primary coil (12) for inductively transmitting energy to the implantable parts,
- a control unit (20) for the control of the energy source (10),
- an electrically powered medical device (40, 41).

the internal parts comprising:

- an energy receiver (30) equipped with a secondary coil (32) for inductively receiving energy for the medical device (40, 41) from the external energy source (10),
- a control unit (50) for the control of the internal parts,

the method comprising the step of determining a balance between the amount of energy received in the energy receiver (30) and the amount of energy used by the medical device (40, 41), and the step of letting the internal control unit (50) wirelessly transmit feedback information to the external control unit (20), the method being characterized in that it comprises the step of determining the feedback information based on or relating to a first (P1) and a second (P2) and a third parameter (P3), and the step of letting the first parameter be based on the energy balance over a certain amount of time and letting the second parameter be based on information relating to a coupling factor between the primary (12) and the secondary (32) coils, and letting the third parameter be based on at least one of the following:
a) further comprising the step of determining a difference between an input voltage to a voltage regulator (41) which is comprised in the medical device in order to keep a voltage constant, and the voltage which the voltage regulator (41) is arranged to keep constant, the method also comprising the step of using a third parameter, said third parameter comprising or being based on said voltage difference, the method also comprising the step of taking into account the third parameter in order to determine the amount of energy which should transmitted by the external energy source and
b) further comprising the step of determining a difference between an input current to a current regulator (41) which is comprised in the medical device in order to keep a current constant, and the current which the current regulator (41) is arranged to keep constant, the method also comprising the step of using a third parameter, said third parameter comprising or being based on said current difference, the method also comprising the step of taking into account the third parameter in order to determine the amount of energy which should transmitted by the external energy source, the method also comprising the step of using at least both the first and second and third parameters to determine the amount of energy which should be transmitted by the energy source (10), thus allowing for a rapid adjustment of the energy balance.

21. The method according to claim 20, further comprising the step of determining the total amount of energy stored in a capacitor (34) which is coupled in parallel over the medical device (32) and the step of also using a parameter being based on the total amount of energy stored in the capacitor, the method also comprising the step of taking into account the this parameter in order to determine the amount of energy which should be transmitted by the external energy source.
22. The method according to any of claims 20-21, according to which at least all three parameters are used to determine the feedback information, and according to which the feedback information comprises information comprising or relating to the amount of energy which should be transmitted by the external energy source.

23. The method according to any of claims 20-22, comprising the step of using the second (P2) and third (P3) parameters for determining the amount of energy which should be transmitted by the external energy source as a repeated calibration of the system, and the step of using the first parameter during operation of the system (100, 300) as a regular feedback in order to determine the amount of energy which should be transmitted by the external energy source during operation of the system (100, 300).

24. The method according to any of claims 20-23, according to which the external control unit is adapted for and used to transmit information wirelessly to the internal control unit which in turn is adapted to and used for receiving information wirelessly.

25. The method according to claim 24, according to which at least a part of at least one of said parameters or information for determining at least a part of at least one of said parameters is transmitted from the external control unit to the internal control unit, and the internal control unit determines the other parameters used by the system (100, 300) and transmits the feedback information to the external control unit as information on the amount of energy which should transmitted by the external energy source.
26. The method of claim 24, according to which at least a part of at least one of said parameters or information for determining at least a part of at least one of said parameters is transmitted from the external control unit to the internal control unit, and the internal control unit determines the other parameters used by the system (100, 300) and transmits the feedback information to the external control unit as information about said parameters, thereby allowing the external control unit to determine the amount of energy which should be transmitted by the external energy source based on said parameters.

27. The method according to any of claims 20-24 and 26, according to which at least a part of at least one of said parameters or information for determining at least a part of at least one of said parameters is transmitted as said feedback information from the internal control unit (50) to the external control unit (20), and according to which method the external control unit (20) is used to determine the other parameters or part of parameters used by the system as well as the amount of energy which should transmitted by the external energy source (10).

28. The method according to any of claims 20-27, further comprising the step of indicating a level of the coupling factor, by means of an indicator in the external energy source (10) and further comprising the step of indicating an optimal placement of the primary coil (12) in relation to the secondary coil (32) in order to optimize the coupling factor.

29. The method according to any of claims 20-28, according to which a connection between the secondary coil (32) and the medical device (40) is switched on and off.
30. The method (100, 300) according to claim 20, wherein said connection between the secondary coil (32) and the medical device (40) is switched on and off in order to achieve at least one of the following: a) enabling the system (100, 300) to measuring the coupling factor when the connection is off and b) using said switch as a security system, switching off when a security parameter determined by the internal control unit relating to the wireless energy transfer exceeds a certain threshold.

31. The method according to any of claims 20-30, according to which the flow of electrical current between the secondary coil (32) and the medical device (40) is prevented during measurement of parameters related to the coupling factor, suitably by means of an electronic component (31) comprised in the energy receiver (30) and connected to the secondary coil (32).

32. The system (100, 300) according to claim 31, in which the electronic component is a diode (31).

33. The method according to any of claims 20-32, according to which the secondary coil (32) is kept substantially without electrical load during measurements of the coupling factor.

34. The method according to any of claims 20-33, according to which half of the pulse cycle of a received alternating current energy signal in the energy receiver (30) is rectified, suitably by means of a half wave rectifier (31) comprised in the energy receiver (30).

35. The method according to any of claims 21-41, according to which the feedback information is compared with the amount of energy transmitted by
the external energy source (10), suitably by means of an electronic circuit comprised in the external energy source (10).

36. The method according to any of claims 20-35, according to which the energy balance between the energy received by the energy receiver (30) and the energy used by the medical device (40) is determined by the internal equipment, and the transmission of wireless energy from the energy source (10) is calibrated by the external equipment.

37. The method according to any of claims 20-36, further comprising the step of stabilizing received energy prior to use of such energy by the medical device (40).
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